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The concept of a collisionless shock transition between the mag- 
netosphere and the free streaming solar wind was originally introduced 
on the grounds that the interplanetary magnetic field would, somehow, 
bind the collieionless plasma into a conventional fluid. Details of the 
dissipation mechanisms were avoided, and aerodynamic analogies were used 
to compute the location of the shock boundary, assuming that the relevant 
Mach number i o  (u/V ), where u is the wind speed and VA ie the Alfvdn 
wave speed (1, 2, 3). To an amazing extent, these rough kinematical 
techniques do provide an accurate statistical prediction for the location 
A 
of the mean proton boundary, or magnetopause, and the mean shock boundary, 
or porition where the solar wind is first disturbed (4). However, to a 
large degree these predictionr of the fluid or mhd modal are the only 
oner which appear to have any detailed validity. 
More rigorour studies of the magnetohydrodynamic modelr of the 
collirionless bow rhock have now been carried out (5, 6, 7); and the re= 
rultr of there coaputationr ate available for coolpariron with obrervationr. 
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In each care it ir assumed that the collisionlesr plasma i r  completely 
dercribed by the mhd equation8 everywhere except at the (thin) rhock boun- 
dary, and the deHoffman-Teller (8) jump relationr are ured to evaluate 
the change in N, u, B, and T acrose the shock. 
contained in thio approach include neglect of porsible: a) charge separa- 
tion electric fields associated with electron-proton MSS and charge d i f -  
ferences; b) generation of significant wave energy and momentum densitier 
downstream from the shock; c) generation of wave modes which can travel 
upstream to interact with incoming particles 80 that the concept of a 
think rhock discontinuity becomes invalid; d) collieionleer vave-particle 
interactions which can accelerate particles and produce very non-Maxwellion 
plrrtar dirtributionr. 
The implicit assumptions 
The predictions of the fluid equations are fairly explicit.. If we 
consider a frame of reference for which 2 and 5 are parallel, and examine 
the region near the nose of the ehock, then for high Alfvenic Mach num- 
berr, the deHoffrnan-Teller relatione yield u' u/4, N' ? 4N, where the 
primed quantities refer to flow parameters just behind the shock. 
predicted temperature change can be very high (e.g. T'IT % 30 for an 
Alfven Mach number of 6.3) and as the flow continues on to the stagnation 
point, the fluid equations yield u'* 0, with the reridual streaming 
energy being converted into thermal energy. 
The 
The first particle measurements made near the stagnation point re- 
vealed the prerence of hot electronr, rather than thermalized protonr. 
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This was shown in early reaultcl from Explorer 12 (9) and assuming that the 
Cd s detector was responding to kilovolt electrons, Freeman (10) pre- 
rented further evidence for tho ptoaence of vory hot tranoition reflion 
electrons near the nose, and the VEU-2 plasma probes have recently de- 
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LUELIU I A ~ G L S U I L  b r u l y r . ~ b u r r r  e6 high &= 3 x IO8% (11) bey=r?d the E:-- 0 
netopause. It seems clear that the energetic electron spikes observed 
on IMP-1 (12, 13) and other spacecraft represent the high energy parte 
of hot electron distributions, and since these particles are not present 
in the quiescent solar wind, some fundamental colllsionless acceleration 
mechanism must operate to produce them. Some information about this mecha- 
nism comes from the less frequent observation of similar high energy elec- 
trona uputream from the "shock"; thio indicates that the acceleration may 
involve waves which can propaRate upstream, or that collisionless accelera- 
tion i r  an interplanetary phenomenon associated with fast streams overtaking 
slow ones. 
Proton measurements in the transition region reveal especially 
striking deviations from the predictions of the fluid model. 
shows simultaneous IMP-2 and WO-1 interplanetary and transition region 
positive ion spectra (14). and it can be seen that ut far exceeds u/4. 
Moreover, although the presence of a very significant non-Maxwelllan tail 
indicates that some protons have been accelerated, any attempt to fit a 
Maxwellian to this yields T'/T << 30. The most striking deviation from 
the fluid prediction is the fact that this same proton spectrum was simul- 
taneourly measured at widely reparated points throughout the transition 
Figure 1 
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region by prober on VELA-3, IMP-2, and OCO-1 (14). Thir indicate8 that 
the rhock transition ir one which converts the incident wind to a new 
p h r m  mtatr, and prrrumably thm rtatr i r  one of mrruinal stability vith 
respect to some plarma inrtability. 
Some insight into theee processes is derived from examination 
of the wave moder associated with the free-streaming wind. 
planetary measurements on Pioneer 6 (15) show that the positive ion dis- 
tribution is a field-aligned bi-Maxwellian with TI, > T1. It ha8 been 
demonstrated (16) that this distribution is unstable and that protons 
should feed energy into whistler-mode waves via the anomalous Doppler 
shift, with peak wave growth near the local proton gyrofrequency. 
instabilities may be especially relevant in the transition region because 
any disturbance induced by the proximity to the magnetosphere can dras- 
tically alter the growth rates and lead to large amplitude magnetic pul- 
sations. Indeed extremely large amplitude, low frequency transition 
region disturbances have been detected with magnetometere on Pioneers 1, 
5 ,  Explorers 12, 14, OGO-1, and VELA-3. For inatance, the VELA magneto- 
meters have found quasi-sinusoidal oscillations with periods of 10 to 60 
seconds and peak-to-peak amplitudes as high as 50 gama over large eeg- 
ments of the transition region (17); this is very significant because the 
wave energy density, (AB) /8n, is a sizeable fraction of NMU’ so that the 
mhd formalism, which neglects transport of energy and momentum by waves, 
beconer of quertionable validity. 
Recent inter- 
Such 
2 
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Other plasma inrtabilitier murt certainly play a role in formation 
of the tranrition region. 
relion (A - dirtutbed, 0 - quiat) and ma8netorphetio nertch coil power 
rpectra at higher frequencier (18). 
Figure 2 compares interplanetary, transition 
It appears that the large transition 
ragion power danmity axtendm up to hundred. of cyclcm/mec, nnd it is p n -  
Bible that large amplitude magnetic pulses have caused local direction 
shifts so that T, exceeds TI,, and the whistler mode instability at the 
electron gyrofrequency (19) is triggered. Poeeible Stimulation of the 
electron whirtler mode ir of Interest because for a large range of fre- 
quencies the group and phase velocities exceed several hundred kilometerr/ 
sec, and there oscillationr could propagate upetream to interact with 
Incident particles (20) a 
Triggering of electrostatic plasma oscillations by charge eepara- 
tion electric fields has also been investigated, and these modes probably 
play a particularly significant role in producing particle acceleration 
by a stochastic Doppler-shifted mechanism (20, 21, 22). Indeed, even if 
plasma oscillations were not the waves which produced the primary accelera- 
tion, it has been shown (23) that the background plasma oscillation fields' 
associated with a non-Maxwellian spectrum such as that of Fig. 1 are very 
large. 
transport cannot be neglected. 
of particular interest because these fast waver can alro travel upstream 
to dirturb incident plasma. 
Hence wave-particle interactions and electrostatic wave energy 
The electron plasma oscillation branch is 
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The result6 available to date suggest that charge-reparation electric 
fleldr, high frequency wave modes, plasma instabilities, upstream propaga- 
tion, non-linear wave-particle interactions, etc. are all important in the 
transition region, and these consideratlone would tend to explain why many 
detailed prediction0 of the fluid modeis are not verified By probe. which 
examine microscopic phenomena. On the other hand, the gross agreement 
between the fluid predictions and the statistical location and shape of 
the magnetopause and shock boundary is probably simply explained by 
kinematic considerations; very crudely, the largest amplitude excitations 
induced In the wind will be those with wavelengths comparable to the scale 
size of the magnetosphere. 
(Alfdn a? magnetomanic) are well derctfbcd by the f l u i d  equatione, the 
fluid model can yield a meaningful ret of statlrtlcal or average bound- 
arier . 
Since these long wavelength oscillations 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
? i # U t O  1. 8lmu~tan~our int8rplmmtary and ttanrltlon t8810n porltlvm 
ion dirtributionr (14). 
Figure 2. Typical rearch co i l  magnetic power spectra (18). 
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